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Motivation

✤ Star formation (SF) drives galaxy evolution

✤ UV/optical tracers suffer uncertainty due to extinction

✤ MIR extinction correction or FIR SF tracers require high resolution 
satellite observations

✤ VLA, plus SKA precursors, have boosted radio continuum (RC) 
capabilities —> few μJy sensitivity in ~ 1hr observation



Motivation

✤ thermal RC (33 GHz; Murphy et al. 2012) is a virtually extinction-
free proxy for the SFR but, at T~104 K brightness temperature, is 
weak. 

✤ instead, explore synchrotron-dominated 1 - 6 GHz regime

✤ (non-thermal) RC has potential to be a dust-free star formation rate 
(SFR) probe via RC-SFR (Condon 1992, Murphy 2011; without the 
need of calibration via RC-FIR) relation
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✤ instead, explore synchrotron-dominated 1 - 6 GHz regime

✤ (non-thermal) RC has potential to be a dust-free star formation rate 
(SFR) probe via RC-SFR (Condon 1992, Murphy 2011; without the 
need of calibration via RC-FIR) relation

BUT: this is a bit of a miracle given the many ingredients (CR 
electrons, B-field, CR ageing, advection and diffusion) are involved
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Resolved study of NGC 1569

✤ Proof of concept, multi-wavelength, multi-configuration, spatially 
resolved analysis using Bayesian statistics to separate thermal and 
non-thermal radio continuum

✤ Archival VLA data at L-, S-, C-, X-, and Ka band (1.5, 3, 6, 9 and 33 
GHz)

✤ rms noise 40 - 70 μJy beam-1 at 6” angular resolution (~100 pc)

Westcott et al. 2018, MNRAS 475, 5116 

✤  non-thermal RC of a dwarf Irregular galaxy; simple, single, ageing 
star formation event, spatially and temporarily isolated

✤ use dIrrs to understand the detailed physics underpinning  the non-
thermal RC - SFR relation



Resolved study of NGC 1569

Hα image in colour 
with 20 cm contours 
overlaid. 

Figure 5: H↵ image with the lowest resolution L–Band contours overlaid. The
H↵ image has been stretched to highlight the significant extended emission
component. The contours are at -3, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96 and 192 times the
45µJy beam�1 rms noise level.

of Te = 104 K, this equation can be written as:
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Where ⌫ is the frequency of interest and FH↵ is the observed H↵ flux. The
assumed electron temperature reflects that observed in Hii regions within nor-
mal spiral galaxies. More recent work by Nicholls et al. (2014) have found
that the electron temperature for low–metallicity dwarf galaxies can be better
represented by Te = 1.4 ⇥ 104 K. To correct to this new electron temperature,
Equation 1 would need to be multiplied by a factor of 1.12. Our current analysis
assumes that Te = 104 K and we will use the other value in future work.

There are however two main issues which need to be taken into account when
naively applying this equation to predict thermal radio emission for comparison
with interferometric radio observations.
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Resolved study of NGC 1569

SED for a given pixel with mixed thermal/non-thermal emission.  The black data points 
with error bars represent the data, the solid red line the median thermal, and the solid blue 
line the median non–thermal contribution, with the shaded regions representing the 1σ 
confidence intervals. The red datapoint shows position of the lower limit for the thermal 
contribution derived from Hα (see also Klein et al. 2018, A&A 611, A55)

see also the unresolved study by Tabatabaei et al. 2017, ApJ 836, 185 
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Resolved study of NGC 1569

NGC1569-38



Resolved study of NGC 1569

E(B−V) variation across NGC1569 
with overlaid Spitzer 24μm 
contours from Bendo et al. (2012). 

Equipartition magnetic field 
ranging from ~25 - 38 μG

NGC1569-38



Resolved study of NGC 1569

Equipartition magnetic field 
ranging from ~25 - 38 μG

NGC1569-38

Average reddening E(B-V)=0.3 
mag. Internal reddening up to 
0.5 mag



What’s next?

✤ Extend the NGC 1569 analysis to another dozen dIrr galaxies at 5 - 
10x better S/N

✤ Fit the non-thermal SEDs with CR electron ageing models

✤ The above should lead to a firmer underpinning for the non-thermal 
radio continuum as a proxy for star formation

✤ Apply this analysis to star forming (late type) galaxies where the 
observed non-thermal continuum is a superposition of CR electrons 
of several SF events, separated in space and time
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